out to dinner to show it off.
Being time poor is a huge challenge for
people. Your salon is competing against an
array of other opportunities for them to spoil
themselves a little. In a traditional salon
setting, the stylist often runs behind schedule
and the standard blow-wave service can stretch
out to an hour or more. That’s not inviting to
any time poor person. If your customers could
have the same service in a lot less time, you’d
have a good chance of repeating it over and
over again.
And, if that single salon do lasts them all week,
they feel more far more confident, not to
mention indulged, and they leave with a spring
in their step and a great reason to come back
for more. It’s a definite win.
Eating out means that people are nurtured with
food and get to share time with family and
friends. You don’t get much more loved-up than
that. So, how do you compete? If your salon
offers customers nothing more than a haircut,
then you’re not even in the game. You need to
offer a specialised and exclusive treat that’s
absolutely indulgent.
Your clients need to leave your salon feeling
beautiful, energised and (at least) a little more
valued than when they arrived. Trust me, your
clients need you, so sell yourself as a tonic, a
pick me up, a feel-good space and the absolute
value that you are.
Salons can be full of fantastic energy; they can
buzz with vibrancy just like the funkiest café in
town. Make it a pleasure for your customers to
be among a group of happy, stylish and fashionloving people.
If you, the salon owner, can sit in the chair and
look at it from your clients’ point of view and
say, “Yes, we add a lot of value to every client’s
day” – then your business has a sound value
proposition to market.
Solving each customer’s hair problems needs to
be right up there to make it worth the money
to pamper themselves. Instead of relationship
advice and personal chit chat, focus on sharing
styling tips, explaining the part moisture plays,
what the hair game changers are. Give them
something personal they can’t get from a
celebrity chef or a barista. Elevate your service
to high-value, expert and indulging.

“If your salon
offers customers
nothing more
than a haircut,
then you’re
not even in the
game.”
program, to make it easy for your loyal clients
to share the love, and for you to reap the
rewards.

Sharing helpful tips makes you the topic of
conversation. So, when your clients do head
off to meet their friends for dinner in the local
cafés and restaurants, it’s you and your salon
they’re talking about.

How often do you suggest a new product or
style to your clients? Simply saying, “let me
look after your hair” is appealing. Why not
suggest they spoil themselves by coming in to
see you more often than they do? Paint that
picture of the fabulous value you offer and how
beautiful they’ll feel after each visit.

Make sure you have a strong refer-a-friend

Most salons have plenty of clients on their

databases they just need to promote what
a great salon experience does for one’s self
esteem and get them in again in three weeks,
just to be spoilt.
If a client saw you every three weeks and had
a treatment and a blow-wave in between their
normal visits, how incredibly would that change
the way they not only feel about themselves,
but the way they talk about you? And, if several
(or more) clients saw you every three weeks, it
would change the way your accountant talks
about you, too!
Think of it like this:
We can all cook at home, yes? But we eat out
because they do it better, faster and it’s a treat.
We can do our hair at home, yes? But we have it
done in a salon because they do it better, faster
and it’s a treat.
Your challenge for tomorrow is to promote
yourself and your salon as a spirit-lifting, soulnurturing treat, not simply a time-consuming
necessity.
Start thinking of yourself as the awesome tonic
that you are.
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